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1% wus-ensemble 48 de l’ensemble S de toutes les parties finies dc N est une U-base 
asymptotiyue d’ordre h si chaque ClCment de S, B un nombre tini d’exceprions p&s, est l’union 
de h, pa; nkessairemcnt distincts, ilQments de $38. On dkmontre qu’une partie @ de 9 qui n’est 
pas une Ill-base asymptotique d’ordre h ne peut pas vkifier le critkre de maximalit ci-dessous: 
pour tout A appartenant & s’@, $3 U(A) soit U-base asymptotique d’ordre h. 
I . subcollection S cf the collection S of all finite subsets of N is an asymptotic union basis of 
orc.zr h, iif all but finitely many sets in 9 are unions of k, not necessarily distinct, elements of 9. 
Otherwise, 9B is an asy~ lptotic union nonbasis of order h. We prove that no asymptotic union 
nonbasis 3 of order h fLMills the following criterion of maxima&y: for every A belonging to 4 
but not to 3, 9 U(A) is an asymptotic union basis of order h. 
In the last few year; a series of additive properties of the sbt IV of natural 
numbers have been extended to *other commutative monoids (Jf algebraic or 
combinatorial type. In this paper we prove that maximal asymptotic union 
nonbases do not exist in the collection of finitesubset: of IY and thus we answer a 
question of JNathanson [2]. 
We recall that the concept of minimality of a basis in additive number theory 
was introduced by Stiihr [4]. Later on, Nathanson [3] defined the dual concept, 
that of ;I maximal nonbasis. 
On the other hand, Deza and Erdii!; [l] have considered combinatorial 
analogul:s of theorems and problems in additive number theory. They replaced 
the set M of natural numbers by the collection of all finite subsets of M and the 
operation of addition by that of taking the union of subsets. 
Recer tly, Nathanson [2] combining thesle two ideas investigated the notion of 
minimal union basis and asked whether there exist maximal union nonbases. 
Let B denote the collection of all finite subsets of IV and let 3 c % Let h be a 
positive integer and denote by MB the collection of all unions of h, not necessarily 
distinct, sets belonging to 9. If h$JB c:cntains all but finitely many elements of @‘, 
then 98 LS an asy~nptotic 
9 not b :longing to h9, 
union busis (J_/ order li. If there are infinitely many sets in 
then 98 is called an asymptotic union nonbasis of order h. 
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An asymptotic union basis %I of order h is wli 1 e’mci!k if for every S E 48, Se\(S) is an 
asymptotic union nonbasis of order h. The ehI> tence of minimal asymptotic union 
bases has been proved by Nathanson [2]. 
An asymptotic union nonbasis 9 of order h is zzaximak if for every A E q@, 
31 C) {A) is an asymptotic union basis of order h. Nathanson [Z] observed that 
there is no maximal asymptotic union nonbasis of order 1 and raised the question 
of the existence of maximal nonbases for h 2 2. It is proved in this paper that the 
anslyer to this question is negative. 
Theorem. For ef>tv positiue integer h, there is no m~~hd asympkhc Uf~ion 
nonbasis of order il. 
Lzt 33 c 9 be a maximal asymptotic union nonbasis of order h 2 2. Denote by 
IX! the cardinality of X. Let 9’ = %\h%?. Then 1Y( = 00 and for every &!a, 
(P”\& (93 U {A})\ < ~0. The collection 9 is denumerable, so we can write 
sp = {SC,, &, s2, . . .} 
where Si # Si for i # j. If V == U~Eo Si, then IV1 = 0~. TO prove the theorem we use 
the following tFree lemmas. 
Lemuna 1. For every integer k 2 1, there we only jinitely many sets .‘Y in 34 Wyith 
Ix!= k. 
Proof. (Nathanson [2, p. 22’71). Let S be .I k-element set in 3’. Since S is not in 
h%, we have that S is not in $33 either and so 93 U(S) is an asymptotic union basis, 
Therefore, h(B c!(.§}) contains all but finitely many sets X E s with 1x1 = k. But 
the only k-element sl:t I;r t, (33 U (S}) that is not in h9? is S. Therefore, I& must 
also contain 51 but finitely many sets XE :P with IX\== k. 
Eealutaa 2. If A is a finite subset of fU not belonging 10 93 (in particula.r, if A belongs 
lo 4P’ * then, for cl/l sufficiently large i, there 2 a set Bi in (h - l)B? WC~ that 
Si = 18 U Bi* 
Prdi. B is i’l maximal asymptotic nonbasis of order h and Ad ‘3, so liB U(A) is 
an asymptotic basis of order h. Hence there is a subscript iO such that i a iO implies 
Si E h(93 tJ(A.}). NOW, if A is not in 9 take i, = i,; if A = Sj E 9’ take i, = 
max(r,,, j + 1). For all i 3 il, Si is in h@ U(A)) but not in h9?. Therefore, Si is of 
the Form Si =- A U l?i where Bi belongs to (11 - l)%. 
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Corollary 1. If A$58 (in particulur, if A E 9) then, for all sufficiently large i, A is a 
subset Of Si. -1 
Lemma 3. Let A be a finite subset ~j N. If A does not belong to 3, then all fi,nite 
sets C with A ~1 CC V do not belong to a. 
Proof. Let us first recall that, by Corollary 1, A i- indeed a subset of V 
Consider an integer x in C. x being an element of V = UrXO Siy it belongs to S,, 
for some n dV and, by Corollary 1, Si 53 S, I=){x} for all i 2 i(x). Put i2 = 
max{i(x) 1 x E C}. We have Si 3 C for all i 2 i2. 
Now suppose that C belongs to 9. We ret41 that A is not in 9 and thus 
Lemma 2 implies that for every i 2 il there exists Bi E (Pt - l)a such tha+ Si = 
B1 U A. Consequently, for all i 3 ma& Q, the su 
belongs to Ml& This contradiction proves Lemma 3. 
Proof of the them. Let S E 9’. For x in V but not in S let TX = S U(x). By 
Lemma 1, for alma!? all x in V\S, TX belongs to I@. 
Let x be an element of V\S, such that TX is in h96. Then we can write 
T,=SU(x}= i, Kj 
j=: 
where the Ki, 1 s J s h, are elements of 9, not necessarily distinct. It follows that 
S = ; (Kj\(X})m 
-1 d-- 
Since S is not in I%%, there will be a subscript j, 1 <j G h, such that 
If X& I$, then Kj = K.‘\(x) 6 5%. If x G ZC", applying Lemma 3 with A = &\{x> and 
C := Kj, it follows again that &$a. Thus in both cases we arrive at a contradiction 
and the theorem is proved. 
Let ‘IS end this paper by stating an open question suggested by the theorem 
proved htire. 
One can define in a similar way bases and nonbases in any commutative monoid 
(J&e, *); for instance, a subset 98 of A is a basis of order Irz, if for every element 
m E Ju there is at least one representation 
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wht-:x-e the 4, 1 -J - C ’ C h, are elements of 93, not necessarily distinct. The existence of 
mixlima bases and maximal nonbases is, in most cases, :ln open problem. We refer 
to Nathanson [2] for a series of results, open problems and references concerning 
:;pecial cases such as (N, +) or (S, U). 
We observe tihat the theorem proved in this paper is the only known result of a 
negative type. It is also easy to prove that 9 possesses neither minimal asymptotic 
intersection bases nor maximaI asymptotic intersection nonbases; for if $48 is an 
asymptotic basiis of (9, n), then, for each B E 58, 34\(B) is also an asymptotic 
basis. 
The particular cases mentioned above suggest that it would be interesting to 
find more general sufficient conditions on the structure of a monoid (4, *) that 
would guarantee the existence or nonexistence of minimal bases or maximal 
nonbases. 
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